
INTRODUCTION 

My name is Nina Wiger, I’m from Norway where I run a small stable. The stable 

serves as a long term rehabilitation workplace and also employs people with special 

needs. I teach vaulting to healthy, socially disadvantaged and disabled children. 

 

I moved from California back  to Norway in 2000 with the intention to conduct 

studies on how vaulting improves the physical prowess of  clumsy school aged  

children. I wanted to show that this improvement will lead to better performance in 

school and happier lives. I completed a pilot study within my first three months there 

and then had to take a giant step back I realized that I had to learn a whole new 

culture. Although similar on the surface, people and social structures in California and 

Norway are very different. I am now getting back to my original intentions and I am 

in the planning stage of a larger study. 

 

I picked the title of my talk and send in the abstract and then came to a screeching 

halt. How should I present my program, at a little stable in Norway, far from the 

prestigious, impressive centers of the big world? 

But then the notion came to me: Maybe I share the experiences, thoughts and insights 

that brought me to this speakers chair today with  many people involved in  

therapeutic riding. Most of us are “souls on fire” as we say in Norway. We believe in 

horses and burn with enthusiasm for their use. We have something in common 

whether we are research scientists, therapists, instructors or the parent of a horse crazy 

teenager:  

How did this passion evolve for me? 

 



First image 

When I was a child, I lived in the city, but the food waste from the apartment building  

was still picked up by a farmer and a Norwegian dølehest. I think I had an antenna out 

for the clip clop against the cobblestones my every waking hour. How many of you 

have watched the fascination and wonder with witch even profoundly retarded people 

listen to the music of the horses rhythm? The very same rhythm that I much later 

learned is the base on which the physical aspect of all horse therapy is built. 

 

Second image 

Christmas 1952, I was five years old.  My family rode in a sleigh from the bus 

endstop to my grandmothers farm. It was 3 pm, pitch dark; we drove under  tall pines, 

a million stars above, the sound of jingle bells and minus at least 25 Celsius (–10 F). 

And I felt so safe and warm and cared for that I remember it fifty years later. Horses 

convey safety and belonging in many different ways. 

  

Third image 

I moved from Oslo to Bergen when I was six. The climate was different, the dialect 

was different, I felt like an alien and I hated it there. When I was nine, the three years 

of nagging paid off and I started at the riding academy. After my first lesson  I wrote 

my diary : The most fun I have ever had!!!   But that was a lie. I was more scared than 

I had ever been in my life. Overcoming that fear and sticking to my riding lessons 

shaped the whole rest of my life. Does that sound familiar to anyone? 

 



Forth image 

Jump to California, Woodside, 1984. Jan Spink had just spent some months teaching 

us about sensory integration and expanding and reworking the remedial vaulting 

program. She opened my eyes to a whole new world. I often wondered why some kids 

couldn’t do simple things that  the  vaulting instructor told them to do, no matter how 

much the instructor yelled. 

 

One little boy in particular puzzled me. I could see nothing wrong with him, except 

that he was a little clumsy and didn’t have the best balance. He was not worse than 

many children in our regular program, yet he went to a special school and could 

barely function there. At the Christmas show his father came to watch. A very athletic 

man, whose disappointment in his only son was so profound that he barely 

acknowledged his existence. The father skulked in the very back. When I helped the 

boy onto the back of the trotting horse, the father started watching. When the nine 

year-old climbed to his knees, the father stared. When the boy let go of my hand, the 

fathers jaw dropped and his mouth hung wide open. The boy didn’t even smile at first, 

but I will never forget the look on his face.  It was that look, that more than anything, 

that made me decide that some day I would figure out more about how and why the 

vaulting exercises worked.  

 

DISCUSSION 

While we rejoice in the achievements of our students, we have the responsibility to 

look at our results with a critical eye. And while we are striving for scientific proof to 

make riding acceptable to the medical professions, we can not loose track of the 

human aspects. Numbers and dots on the curve are not the only truth. As the use of 



horses for people with disabilities increase, other forms of documentation gain 

acceptance. It probably  harder to get the “Souls on fire”, the practitioners,  to 

structure their knowledge so that it can become accessible to others. 

 

And no wonder. There are numerous different professions devoted to understanding 

the human body and mind. It takes ten years of learning about horses just to 

acknowledge that you know very little. And then you put  a troubled or disabled 

person and a horse together and expect to understand, control and direct the 

development of the relationship between them! No wonder the knowledge is so hard 

to define, study and convey to others. 

 

Most of us have gone through the workshops were you are divided into groups in 

order to achieve some common goal. Pretty soon one person takes the leadership role 

and direct the development of whatever project the group has been assigned. In such a 

setting there will always be some equally good ideas as the one chosen, that never are 

expressed. Few listen to the quiet voices. 

 

 There are many quiet voices in the world. Often it belongs to our riders. As 

instructors we get used to directing the happenings. If our clients are unable to assert 

themselves, and many of them are, we can squelch valuable development with our 

knowledge and preconceived notions. I have often found that I  need to step back and 

let the horse and the rider develop their own dialog. My role becomes that of  

guardian of safety and sometimes translator. When  I talk of dialog, I mean at all 

levels, both when it comes to physical activity and mental and emotional interaction. 



Maybe this is the reason many self-taught people excel as riding instructors. They 

know how to let client and horse find their own way.  

 

9 YEAR OLD BOY 

I am going to show you a short video of a 9 year old boy who has congenital 

abnormalities in his hip, knee and ankle joints. This led to him being physically 

inactive most of his life. He had problems communicating even though he was bright 

and articulate, with a good sense of humor. There was much screaming and anger at 

home. He had severe problems at school. He did not participate in classes and often 

reacted by hitting and biting when interacting with the other children. Mostly he 

buried himself in the sand box. During the first vaulting lesson it became apparent that 

he was not able to let go of the handles and hold his arms out to the side. Maybe his 

problems at school had something to do with the difficulty of sitting upright at the 

desk while manipulating pencil and books in front of him?  Let’s watch how he 

developed over the twelve vaulting sessions:  

Video clip of CM 1 1/2 minutes   

 

Halfway through the vaulting course I got a report from the school that he had come 

into math class and quietly sat down at his desk and opened the book. That had never 

happened before. When I called the school a year later, he was able to attend class just 

like the other children. I had fun  teaching him, even though I sometimes puzzled at 

his reactions. I have reworded the following to make sense in English, but the 

meaning is the same as in Norwegian. I asked him what the staple foods were, 

something he knew well. His reply was that he could not answer, as he did not have a 

stapler with him.  A year later he was diagnosed as having Aspergers syndrome.  



 

Fortunately for us, we do not need to know ALL about the complex problems our 

clients have. We have a partner with a “build in” integrated apparatus for meeting 

their needs. The horse. As we understand our horses better, on all levels, we will get 

better at facilitating the services they provide.  

 

THE NORWEGIAN FJORD HORSE 

My main partner is the 12 year old Fjord horse Gulars. He is of the old-fashioned draft 

type, rather than the lighter riding type that is now bred for sport. These horses 

worked on the farms in the west of Norway where the fields often were too steep for 

wagons. The horses had to carry everything and they can easily handle 150 kg (330 

lb) on their backs. The horses utilize their food very well and they know how to 

conserve their energy. This is often taken for laziness, but that is not true. In order to 

survive under adverse  conditions, they had to save their energy for when it was 

needed. Then they often gave everything. Each farm had seldom more than one horse, 

thus the horses had  to rely on themselves and their human partner. I believe these 

conditions produced a horse that is very well suited for a program for people with 

special needs. 

Gulars had not been used much that summer before I came from California, and on 

the pasture he had ballooned to the size you saw in the video. He did not have the best 

of reputation; he hated being a school horse and was very effective in getting rid of 

the riders he did not like. Not what you immediately would think of as the ideal 

therapy horse. He had hardly been longed before, but it took him about 20 minutes to 

figure out what that was all about. The problem became apparent: He was just smarter 

than the people trying to handle him. 



I had to start my pilot project as soon as possible, in order to get documentation that 

could convince the authorities that this weird idea about horses and children had some 

merit. Just once during those first six weeks, on a very windy day, did Gulars react to 

the vaulters. Instead of punishing him, we stopped the session and turned him out to 

pasture for the rest of the day. You never saw a more surprised horse, but he has 

cooperated ever since. Gulars and I respect each other and he trusts me not to do 

anything that will hurt him, this leads to him accepting anything I let the vaulters do.  

The biggest danger is the false sense of security he can lull me into at times. He still 

has all his instincts and I must never forget that. 

 

There are limitations to using a draft type pony. His gaits are short and somewhat 

hard, but that’s OK for my often low muscle tone children. His canter was poor. But 

two years of walking and slow trotting both ways on a circle has softened him and 

improved his balance to where he now canters tolerably well. You have to be a fairly 

good rider in order to school him in dressage or ride him on the trail, but when I tried 

him Western I hit the mark. It is his preferred style. I miss having a trained canter 

vaulting horse for those children who would benefit more from that, but so far Gulars 

has filled my needs.  

 

THE COMMUNITY 

Many of my children are referred to me by the Child Protection Services. They are not 

necessarily abused, in fact none of them are physically abused. Apart from occasional 

wrong type shoes and missing mittens they are all well dressed, reasonably clean and 

it is rare that they have missed a meal. How come they still have problems? 

 



A child coming in to our riding or vaulting program brings with her not only her 

personal history, but also her family background, the family history back several 

generations and the local community culture. Children learn from their surroundings. 

They do not need to be told how to behave, they absorb it just by watching and by 

mimicking the people around them. Attitudes, facial expressions, posture, reactions to 

situations and much more is passed on this way, without anyone noticing or thinking 

about it. The parents, in turn, have learned from their parents, and so certain traits can 

be passed on from generation to generation, a social inheritance.  

 

Norway is a strange mixture of high culture, advanced technology and country sides 

where attitudes have not changed much in the last hundred years. The county that  I 

moved to has the highest percentage of people with learning disabilities and  dyslexia 

in Norway. It has also had one of the highest incidences of incest in the country. Some 

children who are referred to me have parents that just not so many years ago would 

have been living in institutions. These children are underachievers socially and 

academically. To what extent are their problems based on organic dysfunction and 

how much on their environment? Where their parents formed by social expectations 

or genetic inheritance?  

 

Rural communities change slowly. The world changes slowly. The social structures 

have evolved over centuries. While talking to locals, I have several times heard the 

following statement about a person: ”I have known his father and his grandfather 

before him and  I know exactly how THAT kid is going to turn out!” It is almost 

impossible to alter this attitude, believe me, I’ve tried.  We must not give up trying. 

We must start with the children. We try to work a positive change, each of us out from 



our unique background, our personalities and individual experiences. We have one 

thing in common, different as our backgrounds may be: the horse.  The theme of this 

conference is: “The Complex Influences of Therapeutic Horse Riding”. In that 

complexity each one of us finds aspects that we can use to help people with needs in 

an inclusive, challenging, nurturing environment centered around the horse.  

 

Thank you. 

 


